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of Television The HBO series House of Cards has very little in common with the
British epic fantasy series Game of Thrones. However, the two works share one major

trope, and that is a central villain that will be the downfall of the series. This season
finds Frank Underwood (played by Kevin Spacey) as the entire House of Cards is on
the brink of collapse, as his lust for power has begun to outweigh his love of his wife

and daughter. In fact, in tonight’s two-part finale, the show will show just how much of
Underwood’s wife and daughter the man truly cares about. Showrunner Frank’s

narrative over the past four seasons has been unrelenting, and this final season is no
different. Not only does Frank have to deal with the challenges of being re-elected as

governor, but he also has to come to grips with his wife Claire’s emotional breakdown.
He will also have to deal with his former aide Doug Stamper (Michael Kelly) coming

out of the closet. There have been moments in the past that have brought to light
Frank’s shocking secret life. However, there haven’t been any big revelations in the past

two seasons about where that secret life is headed. As the show reaches its final
episode, it will be interesting to see if Spacey can deliver a performance that is as

powerful as the one that he gave in season two. He was a villain then, and he’s become a
hero here. Playing the villain was one of the first and biggest challenges that Spacey has
had to face on the set of House of Cards. However, Spacey’s method of playing Francis

in the past has been so singular that he’s found a way to leave himself open and
vulnerable, and that’s what makes him so effective. There was even a running joke on

the show that has been deliberately poking at Spacey. That joke is that Spacey’s
characters never quite get to hate Frank. They loathe him and they want him to pay.
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